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Abstract

Today there is no way of measuring or simulating turbulent flow in high Reynolds number

environments. The computational power required to simulate these conditions is not expected

to be available for several decades so instead  the CICLoPE project aims at solving this

shortage by the construction of a long carbon fiber wind tunnel in which real measurements

can be made. To do accurate measurements it is of importance that the wind tunnel, 0.9 meters

in diameter and 110 meters long, is as straight as possible.

This master thesis treat the design and construction of a device which may be used to align the

tunnel along a reference laser beam. A design is presented which allows the pipe to be aligned

within about a quarter of a millimeter along its entire length. Contents span over several

science fields such as physics, mechanics, control theory and electronics.

The result is a theoretically correct design. Further a first version of a device has been

manufactured which is not a finished product but rather a foundation upon which more

functionality can be built.
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Sammanfattning

Idag finns inget sätt att mäta eller simulera turbulent flöde i system där Reynolds tal är högt.

Datorkraften som krävs för att simulera dessa omständigheter förväntas inte finnas tillgänglig

på flera decennium. I CICLoPE-projektet ämnar man istället fylla denna brist genom att, i

kolfiber, bygga en lång vindtunnel i vilken mätningar sedan kan göras. För att kunna göra

dessa mätningar är det av vikt att tunneln, 0,9 meter i diameter och 110 meter lång, är så rak

som möjligt.

Detta examensarbete behandlar konstruktion och tillverkning av en anordning som kan

användas för att räta tunnelröret. Detta genom att använda sig av en laserstråle som referens i

dess centrum. En konstruktion presenteras som kan positionera röret inom omkring en kvarts

millimeter längs hela dess längd. Rapportens innehåll spänner över flera vetenskapliga fält

som fysik, mekanik, reglerteknik och elektronik.

Resultatet är en teoretiskt korrekt konstruktion. En första version har också tillverkats vilken

inte ska betraktas som färdig utan som en grund till vilken ytterligare funktion kan utvecklas.
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1 Introduction
The CICLoPE Project is an international joint venture aimed at developing a large scale

experimentation facility for detailed study and measurement of high Reynolds number

turbulence. The facility being developed is a wind tunnel in which these measurements can be

conducted. The computational power required to simulate these flow conditions are not

expected to be available for several decades and the measurements will answer fundamental

questions that presently can not be answered.

The location of the tunnel is at the �Ex Industrie Caproni� site in Predappio, Italy, in

coordination with the Universita' di Bologna at Forli'.

The wind tunnel itself is a 110 m long pipe of diameter 0.9 m, comprised of 22 sections, 5 m

each. The sections (Figure 1.1) are made out of carbon fiber, 3 mm thick, with reinforced ends

and have high dimensional tolerances and low surface rugosity. Each section has two access

ports, 15 cm in diameter, located at downstream end.

The modules are held together by tension screws and are aligned with each other by their

conical contact surfaces. The downstream end of each section can be aligned in the plane

perpendicular to the pipe by threaded linear positioning elements with a resolution in the

order of 1.5 m/º.�

1.1 Problem Description

To achieve accurate measurements, tolerances concerning the pipe geometry has to be

satisfied. This applies to the inside geometry of the pipe, which must be as circular as possible

and also to the straightness of the pipe.

The inside geometry of the pipe must be measured with high accuracy in order to control that

the delivered carbon fiber pipes meet set tolerances in rugosity and roundness. Inside

geometry can however not be adjusted after manufacturing. Therefore the main problem is to

align the pipe sections along a straight reference line.

In order to align the sections and measure their cross-sectional geometries a device must be

manufactured. This device must also be simple to use and require no more than one user. The

whole measurement process should be fast enough to perform frequent pipe measurements.
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Finally, the measurements must be easily transferable to a computer for further data

processing.

1.2 Requirements

A number of requirements were set by the commissioner. These can be divided into quantified

and unquantified, or hard and soft requirements. These are as follows:

1.2.1 Hard Requirements

� The pipe center may mot differ from a straight reference line by more than 1 mm.

� The pipe cross-section must be measured with a maximum radial deviation of 0.45

mm .

1.2.2 Soft Requirements

� Measurements are easily transferable to a computer.

� Measurements are done simply, �by the press of a button�.

� The speed of the device is taken into consideration.

1.3 Boundaries

Hard and soft requirements are to be shown in theory. Work will be done on a physical device

but this will not end in a finished product but rather in a foundation upon which more

functionality can be built. This boundary is set in order to limit time consumption.

1.4 Method

The problem of aligning the pipes described in the introduction can be seen as a product

development task. A number of methods for such a task are known. The method chosen here

is a simplified V-model [Andersson p57] as can be seen in  Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Simplified V-model

The V-model is well suited for small projects with few participants. The figure shows how the

project starts with establishing requirements and a high level of abstraction. With progress the
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design becomes more concrete and finally ends with design tests. In the early stages of the

design a literature study is conducted to review earlier work and gather theoretical insight in

the problem.

1.5 Short Summary of Results

The result is a theoretically correct design. Further a first version of a device has been

manufactured which is not a finished product but rather a foundation upon which more

functionality can be built. 

1.6 Report Outline

The report will begin by accounting for the results of the literature study conducted. Here the

characteristics of lasers and a method of fitting ellipses to a set of data points are investigated.

Following the literature study is the design process, described from general concept to detail

choices. At the end of the report the results of the work are shown followed by the

conclusions made by the author.
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2 Theory

2.1 Laser Beam Characteristics

Rays of light in classical optics can be described as particles with a constant direction of

travel. Real beams, unfortunately, cannot be described as easily as they are neither constant in

width nor in direction of travel.

Laser light is highly collimated light with a very narrow wavelength bandwidth. According to

Siegman [Siegman] a laser can operate in a number of  transverse modes, some of which can

be seen in Figure 2.1. TEM00 is the lowest order gaussian beam mode and also the most

common laser mode. Following calculations are based on this mode.

2.1.1 TEM00 Gaussian Beams

The gaussian beam can be defined by a spot size radius w0 and a planar wave front radius R0 =

� at a reference plane located at z = 0. The beam far field divergence is denoted by �. See

Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Gaussian beam.

The beam width can be defined in a number of ways. The most common definition is the 1/e²-

width, the width at which the beam intensity is 1/e², or  approximately 13.5%, of peak

intensity. See also Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Gaussian beam intensity profile.

The radial gaussian intensity profile with P as total beam power is [Siegman eq17.6]:

I �r �=
2 P

�w
2

e
�2 r2 /w2

. (2.1)

The wave front radius and width of the beam as a function of distance is calculated by

[Siegman eq17.5]

R� z �= z�
z R

2

z
(2.2)

and

w � z �=w0�1�� z

zR
�

2

(2.3)

where zR denotes the Rayleigh range, the distance where the beam diverges with its maximum

curvature, calculated to [Siegman eq17.9]

z R=
�w0

2

�
(2.4)

where  is the laser wavelength. Combining equations � (2.2) and (2.3) with (2.4) yields

R� z �= z [1���w0

2

z � �
2

] (2.5)

and

w � z �=w0�1�� z �

�w 0

2 �
2

. (2.6)

2.1.2 Real Laser Beams

Gaussian beam calculations above describe a perfect TEM00 laser. Real lasers however have a

mixture of  different modes. To account for this the dimensionless beam propagation

parameter [MG CX eq2.25]
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M
2
=

w 0R	R

w 0	
(2.7)

was developed. Here w0R and �R denotes the real beam width and far field divergence. A true

TEM00 laser has M² = 1 and a normal helium-neon laser is very close to this with M² < 1.05.

With the introduction of M² the equations for real wave front radius and real beam width is

written [MG CX eq2.27 and 2.28]

RR� z�=z [1�� �w0R

2

z �M
2 �

2

] (2.8)

and

wR � z �=w 0R�1�� z �M
2

�w 0R
2 �

2

. (2.9)

2.2 Effects of Turbulent Air Flow

As a laser beam becomes long its straightness can be debated as it is affected by turbulence in

the air. This influence by turbulent air was experimentally investigated by V.Batusov et. Al.

[Batusov]. Their investigation show that RMS fluctuations caused by wind was between 1.2

and 2.2 �m/m for an unprotected laser and about 0.2 �m/m when the beam was protected

from wind.

The CICLoPE wind tunnel at 110 meters can be considered a protected environment as it will

not be operating during alignment. Fluctuations of about 22 m or more can be expected.�

Note however that this is random noise and can most probably be filtered out.

2.3 Ellipse Fitting

In order to calculate the cross-sectional geometry even if the measuring device is slightly

askew a method for finding an ellipse fitting a number of data points is needed. A least

squares method of doing this is treated in this section.

The general quadratic curve [MW QC eq1][Halí  eq1]�

a x
2�2 b x y�c y

2�2d x�2 f y�g=0 (2.10)

can be used to describe all second degree curves in a two dimensional cartesian coordinate

system (x,y)  Here a, b, c, d, f and g are general curve parameters. With the restraint [Halí�

eq2]

b
2�4 a c
0 (2.11)

the curve describes an ellipse. By introduction of the vectors 

a=[a , b , c , d , f , g ]
T
,

x=[ x
2,

xy , y
2,

x , y ,1]
(2.12)

the ellipse can also be written in vector form as

F a �x�=x�a=0. (2.13)
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In order to fit a general conic to a set of points the least squares method may be used to

minimize the the sum of squared algebraic distances between the points and the conic

represented by a:

min
a

�
i=1

N

F �x i , y i�
2
=min

a

�
i=1

N

�x i�a �
2
. (2.14)

Fitzgibbon [Fitzgibbon] suggests using the constraint 2.11 in order to ensure that the solution

is an ellipse. This is done by recognizing that with proper scaling of a the inequality 2.11 can

be rewritten as the equality 

4 ac�b
2
=1 (2.15)

and the ellipse-specific fitting problem can be formulated

min
a

Da2
subject to a

T
Ca=1. (2.16)

Here the design matrix D of size N×6,

D=[
x1

2
x1 y1 y1

2
x1 y1 1

� � � � � �

x i

2
xi y i y i

2
xi y i 1

� � � � � �

x N

2
x N y N y N

2
x N y N 1

] (2.17)

represents the minimization 2.14 and the constraint matrix C of size 6×6,

C=[
0 0 2 0 0 0

0 �1 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
] (2.18)

represents the constraint in equation 2.15.

To solve the system Fitzgibbon first applies the Lagrange multipliers, which in optimization

provides a way of finding the minimum or maximum of a function subject to constraints,

obtaining

Sa=�Ca (2.19)

where S is the scatter matrix of size 6×6,

S=D
T

D=[
S

x
4 S

x
3

y
S

x
2

y
2 S

x
3

y
S

x
2

y
S

x
2

S
x3 y

S
x2 y2 S

x y3 S
x2 y

S
x y2 S x y

S
x2 y2 S

x y3 S
y4 S

x y2 S
y3 S

y2

S
x

3 S
x

2
y

S
x y

2 S
x

2 S x y S x

S
x

2
y

S
x y

2 S
y

3 S x y S
y

2 S y

S
x

2 S x y S
y

2 S x S y S1

] (2.20)
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in which S denotes the sum

S
x

a
y

b=�
i=1

N

xi

a
y i

b
. (2.21)

Now the system 2.19 can be solved using generalized eigenvectors. There are up to six real

solutions to the system but we are looking for the ak corresponding to the minimal positive

eigenvalue �k. Finally ak is scaled to ensure that ak

T
Cak=1.

According to Halí  and Flusser [Halí ] the Fitzgibbon method has several drawbacks. The � � C

matrix is singular and the S matrix is close to singular, in fact it is singular if all point lie

exactly on the ellipse. Also the calculation of the eigenvalues of equation 2.19 is numerically

unstable. Halí  suggests instead to decompose the design matrix � D into its linear and non-

linear parts:

D=�D1 D2� (2.22)

where

D1=[
x1

2
x1 y1 y1

2

� � �

xi

2
x i y i yi

2

� � �

x N

2
x N y N y N

2
] (2.23)

and

D1=[
x1 y1 1

� � �
x i y i 1

� � �
x N yN 1

]. (2.24)

Further Halí� splits the scatter matrix S,

S=[S1 S2

S2

T
S3
] where

S1=D1
T
D1

S2=D1
T
D2

S3=D2

T
D1

(2.25)

and the constraint matrix C,

C=[C1 0

0 0 ] where C1=[
0 0 2

0 �1 0

2 0 0] (2.26)

and the vector a,

a=[a1

a
2
] where a1=[

a
b

c ] and a2=[
d
e

f ] . (2.27)

Halí  uses this to reduce equation � 2.19 to a non-singular, stable set of equations,
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Ma1

a1

T
C1 a1

a2

=

=

=

�a1

1

�S3

�1
S2

T
a1

(2.28)

where M is the reduced scatter matrix of size 3×3,

M=C1
�1�S1�S2S3

�1
S2

T�. (2.29)

Halí  and Flusser also implements this code in MATLAB [Mathw] script. This has been�

translated into Python [Python] with the NumPy [NumPy] extension, see Figure 2.4.

from numpy import array, dot, ones, hstack, where 
from numpy.linalg import inv, eig 

def fit_ellipse(x, y): 
    D1 = array([x*x, x*y, y*y]).transpose()      # quadratic part of D
    D2 = array([x, y, ones(x.size)]).transpose() # linear part of D
    S1 = dot(D1.transpose(), D1)                 # quadratic part of S
    S2 = dot(D1.transpose(), D2)                 # combined part of S
    S3 = dot(D2.transpose(), D2)                 # linear part of S
    T = - dot(inv(S3), S2.transpose())           # for getting a2 from a1
    M = S1 + dot(S2,T)                           # reduced scatter matrix
    M = array([M[2]/2, -M[1], M[0]/2])           # premultiply by inv(C1)
    evec = eig(M)[1]                             # solve eigensystem 
    t = 4*evec[0]*evec[2]-evec[1]*evec[1]        # evaluate a'Ca 
    a1 = evec[:, where(t == t[t>0].min())[0][0]] # eigenvector for min.
                                                 #   pos. eigenvalue 
    return hstack((a1, dot(T,a1)))               # ellipse coefficients 

Figure 2.4: Python implementation of improved least-square ellipse fitting algorithm.

Original MATLAB code by Radim Halí  and Jan Flusser. The function takes three or more�

data points and returns the a vector of Equation 2.13.
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3 Design
The main concept of the device is to use a laser beam as a reference at the pipe center. The

pipe is comprised of 5 m sections, each with two inspection holes located at their downstream

end. A device can be inserted into one of these inspection holes, measure the location of the

reference laser beam and display the offset from the reference in two dimensions. To reduce

the necessity to place the laser sensor in the exact center of the pipe before measuring it is

required to also measure the inside geometry of the pipe and calculate its geometrical center

compared to the devices center. The method of finding the pipe geometrical center is

described in section 2.3 Ellipse Fitting. 

Figure 3.1: Pipe cross-section showing an unaligned pipe section. Right side shows an

enlargement  of the laser spot sensor.

In order to calculate pipe displacement a coordinate system (x,y,z) is defined where the x-axis

lies horizontally and perpendicular to the pipe, the y-axis lies along the reference laser beam

to which the pipe geometrical center should be aligned and the z-axis lies vertically and

perpendicular to the pipe. An other coordinate system (x',y',z') is also defined according to

Figure 3.1 with its center at the center of the laser spot sensor. The vectors v1 and v2 are

introduced and defined in (x',y',z'). Vector v1 is pointing from the origin to the laser spot and v2
from the origin to the geometrical center. The pipe is correctly aligned when the geometrical

center and the laser spot are coincident, that is when the vectors v1 and v2 are equal. The pipe

can be adjusted in the x and z directions so in order to simplify user feedback rotation about

the y'-axis, �, is also measured. The offset in (x, z) can now be displayed as:

�� x , z �=cos��v
2
�v

1
� (3.1)

The continuing design process shall result in a realization of this main design concept and can

be divided into its mechanic and electronic parts. These two have been designed in parallel.
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3.1 Mechanics Concept Design

A concept is suggested where a device is inserted into the pipe inspection holes measuring the

position of a laser beam used to produce a reference at the pipe center. A conceptual sketch

can be seen in Figure 3.2. To the turnable arm a device is to be attached in order to measure

the distance to the inner surface of the pipe.

The concept was developed in parallel with component selection. The resulting hardware is

treated in section 3.3.6, Final Mechanics Design.

3.2 Electronics Concept Design

See the electronics high-level design concept illustrated in Figure 3.3. A laptop is used with

the device, used both for calculations and as a user interface to a number of functional

modules.

Figure 3.3: Electronics high-level design concept
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A modular design concept was chosen to ease further development. Each module is controlled

by an embedded microcomputer and communicates via a common bus to enable adding or

removing modules.

Connecting to the design concept, four modules are needed, these are for; measuring laser

position, measuring the distance to the pipe inner surface, controlling the turnable arm and

finally to measure the angular displacement of the device.

3.3 Parts Selection

In order to measure the pipe geometry and ultimately calculate the pipe offset (Equation 3.1) a

number of sensors and other components are needed. First of all a laser source must be found

in order to produce a reference beam and also a sensor to read the location of this beam. A

sensor is needed to measure the distance between the device center (the origin of (x',y',z')) and

the pipe inner surface. Finally the angular tilt of the measurement device must be measured. 

3.3.1 Selection of Laser Source

Equation 2.9 is used to show the relation between beam width and length but can also be used

to plot the relation between beam width at a specified length and the width at the beam waist

w0. The laser is to operate over the total tunnel length of 110 m so the length z = 110 m is

used. Further a red helium-neon laser of wavelength 632.8 nm is chosen. These lasers have a

quality factor of M² < 1.05. With these values the beam width at 110 m, w110 can be plotted as

seen in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Laser beam width at 110 m as a function of beam

width at waist.

Finding the minimum point is done by differentiating Equation 2.9 in w0 and setting the result

equal to zero. This yields a 4th grade polynomial with only one real positive solution, 

wmin=� �z M
2

�
. (3.2)

Solving gives wmin = 4.8 mm and an optimal beam waist diameter of 9.6 mm.

If the beam waist is placed at z = 0 the width at 110 m, according to Equation 2.9, is 6.8 mm

or a diameter of 13.6 mm. This can be reduced by instead focusing the beam expander at half

distance, 55 m, producing a beam waist. By combining Equations 3.2 and 2.9 it is found that
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w � z �=�2�w 0. (3.3)

The beam width at the waist is now calculated to

w �55�

�2
=

4.8

�2
�3.4 mm. (3.4)

The beam will exit the beam expander with a diameter of 9.6 mm, focus to 6.8 mm at 55 m

and once again expand to 9.6 mm at the length of 110 m. This results in the most collimated,

or narrow beam which can exist for this distance. A list of laser sources and beam expanders

producing (roughly) this beam is listed in Appendix D.

3.3.2 Selection of Device for Reference Beam Position Measurement

Three different techniques for measuring the laser position was considered, imaging sensors

(CCD/CMOS), lateral effect photo-diodes (LEP) and quadrant detectors (QD). A common

name for this sensor type is position sensitive device, or PSD. A short introduction of the three

techniques follow.

Image Sensors

Image sensors, CCD [Ko CCD] or CMOS, are built up from an array of photo-diodes or

photo-capacitors, pixels. The intensity of light falling on each pixel can be read as an analog

signal. In a sensor module normally an AD-converter is incorporated so that the entire sensor

array can be read as a data block or an image.

Tests were made where a digital camera was used without a lens to photograph an incoming

beam from a diode laser. First a filter was applied to the image in order to sort out scatter

light. The darkest 99% of the pixels were simply ignored. The method for finding the spot

center was similar to that of finding the center of mass for a system of particles [Walker

eq9-8],

r
com

=
1

M
�
i=1

n

mi r i (3.5)

where

r
com  is the vector from the origin to the center of mass,

r
i  is the vector from the origin to each particle,

mi  is the mass of each particle and

M  is the mass of the whole particle system.

In finding the spot center the particles were exchanged by pixels and mass by light intensity

for each pixel hence locating the center of light intensity for the top 1% brightest pixels.

Experimental results can be seen in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Location of calculated laser spot center in images. Darker pixels have higher

light intensity. A white '+' marks the calculated center.

The main problem with the image method is the relatively high computational power

required. Calculations for the test images in Figure 3.5 took about 1 second/image on a 2GHz

AMD processor with the images being 1536x1024 pixels. The speed can probably be

improved using time optimization, which was not used in these tests.

In order to further evaluate the image method resolution and stability should be investigated.

Lateral Effect Photo-Diodes

The lateral effect photo-diode is made of a single large photo-diode with a resistive sheet on

its anode and cathode side. Each sheet has two contacts at opposite sides and the sheets are

perpendicular to each other. See Figure 3.6. The photo-diode current is divided according to

Ohms law and can be read from the four terminals. 

Figure 3.6: Lateral effect photo-

diode. Laser spot shown in grey.

The location of the laser spot in one dimension can now be calculated as [Mäkynen eq2]

x=k LEP

i b�id

i b�id

(3.6)

with ix denoting contact current and kLEP being a scaling constant.

For absolute measurement the technique is well suited as the position is independent of light

spot size and intensity. Each photon hitting the sensor surface induces a small current to all

four contacts and the center is calculated similar to center of mass method described for the

image method.
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One must ensure that the laser spot is high in intensity compared to surrounding ambient light

in order to reduce noise.

Quadrant Detectors

The quadrant detector consists of four photo-diodes positioned symmetrically around the

detector center as shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Quadrant detector.

Laser spot shown in grey.

The current from each photo-diode is measured and used to calculate the spot offset. With ix

denoting quadrant current and kQD a scaling constant the single axis spot location can be

calculated [Mäkynen eq2]:

x=k QD

�ia� ib���ic�i d �

ia�ib�ic�id

(3.7)

With quadrant detectors the constant kQD  is dependent on spot size and light intensity thus

making the technique well suited for applications where relative displacement is to be

measured. In case of absolute measurements, especially with fluctuating spot intensities, QD

can not be recommended.

Final Choice

The final choice stood between image sensor and lateral effect photo-diodes because of their

capabilities to measure absolute offset. A LEP module was found with on-board signal

conditioning leaving four analog signals, two in each dimension, spot position and current

sum which may used to stabilize the signal. This module, DL400 from Pacific Silicon Sensor

[PSS PSD] was chosen.

3.3.3 Selection of Device for Radial Measurements

In order to measure the distance from the pipe center to its inner surface a sensor is to be

attached to the rotating arm of the device. Two main concepts were investigated, touching and

non-touching technologies. Of the touching technologies two methods were found, linear

potentiometers and linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs). Linear potentiometers

are used as voltage dividers where the voltage output is linear to length.

LVDTs can be explained as a type of variable transformer with three solenoid coils. One coil

is fed by an alternating current inducing a voltage in the other two. By sliding an iron piston at

the center of these coils the induced current varies proportionally to the pistons position. The
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main advantage of this method is that the fixed and the variable part is not in contact with

each other hence there is no friction.

Figure 3.8: Function of a laser ranger

Measuring length using non-touching technologies was preferred. One way is to use sound,

measuring the time from flight to echo arrival. Ultra sound devices are available but for

simple modules the resolution is not sufficient for this purpose. Laser rangers was the second

non-touching option considered. Laser ranger function by transmitting a beam from a diode

laser. The position of the laser spot reflection is then read by either a one-dimensional photo

diode or a single pixel line imaging sensor. See Figure 3.8. A laser ranger was briefly tested

but the surface of the carbon fiber used on the inside of the pipe gave seemingly random

reflections rendering the laser method useless.

The final solution was to use a linear potentiometer. The model chosen is the Novotechnik

TR10 [Nt TL10] with a resolution of 27 m.�

3.3.4 Selection of Microcomputer and Databus Protocol

A microcomputer is used in each of the modules to handle communication and simple logic.

Some modules require AD-conversion capabilities where others do not. A communications

protocol allowing several units on a single bus to reduce pin count and wires is wanted. 

The AVR series [AT m32] [AT t2/4/85] [AT t2/4/861] from Atmel Corporation meet the

demands. The family has a number of peripheral  features such as ADC and different

communication protocols. One of these are I²C [PS I²C] or, with Atmels choice of name, TWI.

This protocol is also well suited and is therefore chosen.

3.3.5 Selection of Tilt Sensor

To measure the tilt of the device an accelerometer was chosen over more expensive industrial

tilt sensors. The model chosen is the LIS2L02AL [ST LIS] from ST Microelectronics. A dual-

axis ±2g accelerometer with analog output.

3.3.6 Final Mechanics Design

In parallel with component selection, the mechanics was designed and manufactured. An

overview of the design can be seen in Figure 3.9. For detailed drawings, see Appendix A. 

After design the device was built by the KTH, Department of Mechanics, workshop.
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Figure 3.9: Mechanical design overview. Main square tube and

motor gear holder are cut for visibility.

The resulting device differs slightly from the design due to manufacturing issues. Pictures of

the finished device can be seen in section 4 Results.

3.4 Main Board and Functional Modules

Not counting the main board which is used only for communication there are four functional

modules. Compare the setup of these modules in Figure 3.10 to the concept of Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.10: Setup of main board and functional modules and their data flow
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In order to ease future development these modules are built in a way which allows adding and

removing of modules. Each module has an array of 16-bit data which can be read and written

to over the I²C-bus. The modules are slave only, hence they can not initiate communication on

the bus. A list of I²C addresses and data array usage is shown in Table 3.1. 

Module I²C

Address

Data0 Data1 Data2 Data3

PSD 0x10 X position Y position Cathode sum (X) Anode sum (Y)

Tilt Sensor 0x20 X acceleration Y acceleration n/a n/a

Linear Pot. 0x30 Position n/a n/a n/a

Motor

Controller

0x40 Reference angle Current angle P n/a

Table 3.1: Module addresses and data content

To communicate with a module a set of data is sent over the bus. Only two commands are

available, reading from and writing to a specific module data array slot. Data exchange for

these are shown in Figure 3.11. For I²C specific information see the I²C protocol [PS I²C].

Figure 3.11: I²C read to and write from module data

Following is a description of the main board and each of the modules. For PCB layouts and

complete electronic schematics see Appendix B. For full source code see Appendix C.

3.4.1 Main Board

The main board acts as a translator between USART and I²C. Its main processor is an Atmel

AVR ATMega32 [AT m32] which handles all communication.

PC communication is done via RS-232. The PCB is prepared for USB communication by

using the AVR-USB [AVR-USB] library, but this is not implemented in code. As one design

option was to use the main board for all calculations and as the user interface hardware is also

prepared for connection with a KS1007/1008 graphical LCD. Eight pins are also available for

other peripherals, such as buttons. The program flow of the main processor is seen in Figure
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3.12.

Figure 3.12: Main board logic flow chart

3.4.2 PSD Module

The PSD module is used to interface the dual axis photo transistor for Pacific Silicon Sensor

[PSS PSD]. Basically the main processor, an Atmel AVR ATTiny261 [AT t2/4/861], does

continuous AD-conversions and communicates these via I²C. See program logic in Figure

3.12.

Figure 3.13: PSD board logic flow chart

The PSD has a ±15V supply provided by a DC/DC converter (TES 2N-1223) from Traco

Power [TP DC/DC].
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3.4.3 Tilt Module

The tilt module, driven by an Atmel AVR ATTiny45 [AT t2/4/85], interfaces a dual axis

accelerometer from ST Microelectronics [ST LIS]. Program logic flow can be seen in Figure

3.14.

Figure 3.14: Tilt board logic flow chart

The accelerometer is powered by +5V and gives two analogue signals, one for x and one for y

acceleration. Each signal has a gain of 1V/g where an output of 2.5V represents 0g. This

output is scaled using a difference amplifier as seen in Figure 3.15. Also shown is the signal

before and after the amplifier.

Figure 3.15: Accelerometer signal scaling

The difference amplifier works according to

V OUT=� R1�R2

R3�R4 � R4

R1
V 2�

R2

R1
V 1 (3.8)
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with quantities defined by Figure 3.15. Note that the amplifier inverts the input voltage. This

is handled by software. The ATTiny45 has several different ADC voltage references to chose

from. To be able to use either 5V or the internal 2.56V reference the location of 0g is located

at 1.7V.

The relation between angle and acceleration is not linear as the gravitational x component is

described by 

g x=
sin�

g
(3.9)

with � denoting angular tilt around the y axis. A plot over this relation is shown in Figure

3.16. In the used span of about ±3º the function can however be considered linear for the

purposes of this thesis.

Figure 3.16: Relationship between angular tilt and gravitational x-

component

3.4.4 Linear Potentiometer Module

The linear potentiometer module drives the 1k  linear potentiometer TL10 from Novotechnik�

[Nt TL10] and makes continuous AD-conversions which are made available from the I²C-bus.

The module logic which can be seen in Figure 3.17 is programmed into an Atmel AVR

ATTiny45 [AT t2/4/85].

Figure 3.17: Linear potentiometer board logic flow chart
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3.4.5 Motor Control Module

The motor control module handles the arm position control loop. For this an Atmel AVR

ATTiny861 [AT t2/4/861] is used. An Agilent AEAS-7000 absolute [Ag A7] encoder is used

to read the position of the arm and an A3953 full-bridge PWM motor driver [Al 3953] is used

to regulate motor speed. The reference arm position is received over the data bus and the

control algorithm is implemented locally. Current arm position is made available on the data

bus for monitoring.

The logic flow of the motor control module is seen in Figure 3.18.

Figure 3.18: Motor board logic flow chart

3.5 Motor Controller

A regulator was designed to control the angular position of the arm. There should be no steady

state error or overshoot. Requirements of speed for the regulator is secondary.

3.5.1 Simulation of Motor Controller

Before implementation of the arm position regulator the motor and arm was simulated using

MATLAB [Matlab] and the Simulink toolbox.
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First the DC motor was modeled using the motor equations for the motor torque T in terms of

armature current ia and the back emf voltage e in terms of shaft rotational velocity �m. The

equations are [Franklin eq2.43 and 2.44]

T=K t i a (3.10)

and

e=K e
�	m . (3.11)

Note that with SI units, the torque constant Kt equals the back-emf constant Ke.

The electric circuit of the motor and the free-body diagram of its rotor (Figure 3.19) is used to

find the equations describing the motor. The rotor has inertia Jm and viscous friction

coefficient b.

Figure 3.19: DC Motor circuit and free-body rotor

[Franklin p42]

Application of Newton's and Kirchhof's laws yields two equations, 

J m 	̈m�b �	m=K t ia (3.12)

and

La

d ia

d t
�Ra i a=U a�K e

�	m. (3.13)

Inductance can be seen as an electric equivalent to inertia and is in most cases small compared

to the inertia of the rotor. As absolute correctness is not required for this model it is assumed

that the inductance of the motor is negligible. This reduces Equation 3.13 to

Ra i a=U a�K e
�	m. (3.14)

From Equations 3.12 and 3.14 a model of the motor can be built using Simulink blocks. The

motor model is shown in Figure 3.20. In the model a saturation block has been inserted to

limit the armature  current to ±150mA. Also a torque input is used to for the gearbox outside

the motor.
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The motor used is the HL-149-12-90, a 12V DC motor from Micromotors with an internal

90.3:1 gearing, rm. The maximum torque, Tmax, maximum speed at T0 and Tmax, �	 T0 and �	Tmax

and current at T0 and Tmax, iT0 and iTmax is extracted from the data sheet [HL149]. Specified

torque and speed is after the internal gearbox. Following data is extracted:

T max=15 ncm

�	T0=37 rpm�3.87rad/s

�	Tmax=30 rpm�3.14 rad/s

iT0
60 mA

iTmax=150 mA

The motor constants has to be calculated from this data. Using Equation 3.10 the torque

constant can be found. However, the data sheet states the same maximum torque for both the

90.3:1 and 43.3 geared models, hence indicating that the gearbox is the limiting factor of the

90.3:1 model. In calculating Kt, gearing from the 43.3:1 model is used to calculate the torque

acting directly on the motor. Hence,

K t=
T

i a

=
0.15/43.3

0.15
�0.023 Nm/A

Armature resistance is calculated using Equation 3.14

Ra=
U a�K e

�	m

ia

=
12�0.023 �3.87

0.15
�79.4 .�

The values for viscous friction and moment of inertia are found by �trial-and-error�

simulations and set to b = 4·10-6 Ns/m and Jm = 4·10-6 kgm². These values are not crucial as

they are vanishing small compared to the friction and inertia of the rotating arm that is driven.

Adding to the motors internal gearing the belt gear of the device has to be modeled. The belt

gear rg has a ratio of 3.75:1. The friction of the gearing and its accompanying bearings bo is

estimated to 0.1 Ns/m and the inertia of the rotating arm Jo is extracted from the CAD-

drawings as 0.022 kgm². Internal and external gearing is now added to the Simulink model as

can be seen in Figure 3.21.
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With the complete system modeled a feedback regulator is added to the model. First a simple

proportional gain regulator is tried as can be seen in Figure 3.22 where the regulator output

has been limited to ±12V.

It is found that this regulator type is all that is needed to tune arm position without overshoot

or steady state error. This is due to the high gearing ratio of the system and the high damping.

The simulation step response results is shown in the Results section in Figures 4.4 and 4.5

together with actual measurements.

3.5.2 Implementation of Motor Controller

The proportional gain controller was implemented in c-code. The algorithm can be seen as

pseudo code in Figure 3.23. The control loop has an update frequency of 30Hz.

function update_controller():
    error = REFERENCE – get_arm_position()
    output = GAIN * error

    if output > 12V:
        output = 12V
    else if output < -12V:
        output = 12V

    set_motor_voltage(output)

Figure 3.23: Pseudo code of control algorithm. REFERENCE

and GAIN read from data array position 0 and 2 respectively.

Results, after tuning gain, matched simulation result fairly well as can be seen in the step

responses in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. The most important conclusion from the simulation was

however that the relatively simple P-regulator could solve the control problem.
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3.6 Accompanying Laptop

A laptop is used for calculations but also as a user interface. The laptop is an Acer Aspire One

A110. The chosen operating system is Ubuntu Linux. 

3.6.1 Laptop Data Processing

One of the design decision was to use the laptop computer for computations as far as possible.

One of the computations is the transformation of pipe displacement which is displayed in x-

and z- coordinates but the PSD data is read in x' and z' (see Figure 3.1). The data is therefore

processed by using Equation 3.1. Furthermore the distances measured between the device

center and pipe inner surface can be seen as an array of points in a polar coordinate system

which can be called (�, �) where � denotes the distance from the origin and � the angle. The

fit_ellipse algorithm of Figure 2.4 however takes an array of points in a rectangular coordinate

system. Therefore, before passing the data coordinates are transformed recognizing that

x=� cos� and z=� sin� .

The signal from the accelerometer is somewhat noisy which is further described in section

4.3 Possible Improvements. A simple digital low-pass filter was designed to deal with this

problem. An ordinary analog low-pass filter, with input ain, output aout and time constant � can

be described in the s-plane as:

Aout=
1

s��1
Ain . (3.15)

Discretization with the sample time Ts can be done using the Euler backward difference

approximation

d

dt
x �t ��

x �t �� x �t�T s�

T s

(3.16)

or after applying the z-transform:

d

dt
x �t ��

z�1

zT s

x �z �. (3.17)

Insertion of Equation 3.17 into 3.15 yields

Aout=
z

�1�� /T � z�� /T
Ain (3.18)

which on a set of data is computed

Aout [n]=
� /T

1��/T
Aout [n-1]�

1

1��/T
Ain[n]. (3.19)

This algorithm is also used in code. The same method is to be used in order to filter the data

from the position sensitive device. 

3.6.2 User Interface

The user interface is programmed using Python [Python], an interpreted programming

language. Since there is no compilation stage necessary between code and binaries

development is simple and swift.
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The program starts two threads, one that gathers input from the graphical user interface and

one that reads and writes data over the serial port. 

For the graphical part the window API Gtk+ with Python bindings [PyGTK] was used. To

ease development Glade [Glade], a �what you see is what you get� graphical interface builder,

was used.

The user interface is built on tabs. Three tabs are of interest; �PSD and tilt�, �Pipe geometry�

and �Calibration/Other�. In the first tab, �PSD and tilt� (Figure 3.24) the user finds graphical

output of the current laser spot position and angular tilt of the device. Also here is an option to

digitally filter the data from both the accelerometer and the PSD.

In the �Pipe geometry� tab (Figure 3.25) the user gets the choice of doing a single

measurement of the length between device center and pipe inner surface at a specified angle.

Here called a radial measurement. A future function is the ability to do an automated

measurement of the entire pipe inside geometry.

The �Calibration/Other� tab (Figure 3.26) finally provides the user with the possibility to

scale and calibrate measurement data from the device. This is done by setting the device to

known positions, entering this data in appropriate text entries and clicking its  �Add point�

button. With two calibration points measurements can now be interpolated between these.

With more than two calibration points a least square fit method is used to find a first grade

polynomial to fit the calibrated data points. Calibration functionality is not yet implemented in

code.
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4 Results
The work has resulted in the manufacturing of a physical device on which further

functionality can be built. Set requirements have been proven in theory and in some extent in

practice. Pictures of the device can be seen in Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3.

A set requirement was that data should be easily transferable to a computer. By the use of a

laptop as the user interface this requirement is fulfilled. Making measurements �by the press

of a button� is also made easy through the use of a laptop for logic and calculations. The

rotation arm has the speed of about 10 seconds per lap which is considered �fast enough�.

Figure 4.1: Picture from the front of the device

Figure 4.2: Picture of arm end
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Figure 4.3: Picture from the back of the device

Control of the arm position is made without steady state error as seen in Figure 4.4. Regulator

output also shown for reference in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.4: Step response of arm position. Step is � radians. Solid line is measured, dashed is

simulation. Glitches probably due to communication errors.

Figure 4.5: Step response of regulator output. Step is � radians, output is limited to 12V.

Solid line is measured, dashed is simulation.

4.1 Summary of Theoretical Measurement Errors

The sum of errors during measurement can be calculated using the data sheets of the used

parts. This has also been done. The error of radial measurement is calculated by adding roller

bearing play (20 m)� , linearity error of the linear potentiometer (27 m)�  and accuracy of the

AD-conversion (specified at ±2LSB, 20 m over the potentiometer range of 10mm� ). This

yields a maximal theoretical radial measurement error of 67 m.�

The radial measurements are used to calculate the pipe geometrical center. Since the radius is

measured in adjacent points the error is doubled when calculating geometrical center resulting

in an error of 134 m.�

In positioning the pipe the above radial error is added to the linearity error of the position
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sensitive device which is specified to 201 m and the error from AD-conversion, again a range�

of 10 mm gives an error of 20 m, yielding a total error of 355 m.� �

The errors for pipe radial and positioning, 67 and 355 m are below specified at 450 and�

1000 m respectively. �

This summary of errors discusses errors from nonlinearities, play and noice. Errors from

offsets are handled in the calibration process.

4.2 Further Development

� The exact shape of the inspection holes was not yet decided in the moment of writing

so the attachment of the device to the pipe has not been made. This is something that

has to be developed.

� The device needs to be calibrated using a series of known calibration points. At the

same time it is favorable to control actual error compared to theoretical.

� The user interface on the laptop side need to be developed further.

� The analog signal from the position sensitive device is ranging from -12V to +12V.

These levels are out of range compared to those specified by the AD-converter reading

this signal and this also causes problems with signals at the edges of the sensor as well

as in the whole third quadrant (where both x and z signals are below zero). Redesign of

the circuit controlling the PSD should be done incorporating signal conditioning in

order to convert these signals to specified levels.

4.3 Possible Improvements

� The AD-conversions from accelerometer output is rather noisy. This is due to the high

internal impedance of the accelerometer which requires highly ohmic resistors in the

difference amplifier. In order to solve this problem a voltage follower can be put on

the accelerometer output in order to eliminate impedance. This broadens the choice of

resistor values that can be used for the difference amplifier.

� Currently communication with the device is done via the laptop USB-port via an USB

to RS-232 external converter as the laptop has no RS-232 ports. The need for this

external converter is eliminated if the USB-port of the main board is used. This is fully

implemented in hardware but has to be written in code as well.
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5 Conclusions
The first and most important conclusion to draw is that this thesis has shown that the design of

the measurement system fulfills all set requirements. With the help of the device the CICLoPE

wind tunnel can in the future be properly aligned and flow experiments can be conducted

without the introduction of misalignment errors.

From the authors point of view the work on this paper has required extensive knowledge

gathering as the work has spanned over several different scientific fields. These fields include

geometry, physics, mechanics and electronics. This has been challenging but also developing

and highly interesting.

The method of work  presented in the introduction, a simplified V-model, has been followed

in large. Work has started with general concepts followed by more detailed design choices.

Concerning design tests, unit testing has been conducted as components were chosen. Due to

lack of finished equipment higher level tests have not been conducted in sufficient extent.

Concerning the modular design, the modules are left rather simple in functionality leaving

much of the computational work to the accompanying laptop computer. This approach has

both advantages and disadvantages. On the negative end more data traffic is required in order

to control and monitor the modules. Also the resources of the processors used in the modules

are not fully used. On the positive end this approach makes future development far simpler as

control and calculation algorithms are written in Python scripts which are in the author's

opinion simpler but also indisputably faster as the process of write-compile-flash-test is

reduced to just write and test.

Finally, in this product design effort has been made to prove the theoretical correctness of the

design, leaving some loose ends rather than aiming for a finished product which may or may

not function as intended.
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[Ag A7] Agilent Technologies, Agilent AEAS-7000 Plug and Play Ultra-Precision

Absolute Encoder 16-bit Gray Code�, 2004-02

[Al 3953] Allegro MicroSystems, Inc., �3953 Full-Bridge PWM Motor Driver�

6.4 White papers, Specifications etc.

[MG CX] Melles Griot, �Catalog X� 2008
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[Ko CCD] Eastman Kodak Company ,�Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) Image Sensors�

2001-05
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on quadratic curves, http://mathworld.wolfram.com/QuadraticCurve.html,
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[MW El] Wolfram Research Inc., MathWorld: An on-line mathematical resource, chapter

on ellipses, http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Ellipse.html, 2008-12-11
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50 mm
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POS ANTAL  DETALJ
1 1  FYRKANTRÖR
2 1  INRE CENTERRÖR
3 1  YTTRE CENTERRÖR
4 1  HÅLLARE INRE CENTERRÖR
5 1  PSD HÅLLARE
6 1  PSD HÅLLARSKRUV
7 1  LAGERHUS MOTOR
8 1  MOTORDISTANS
9 1  LAGERHUS ENKODER
10 2  DISTANS ENKODER 1
11 1  ARM
12 2  LAGERDISTANS 1
13 1  LAGERDISTANS 2
14 1  LAGERRING 1
15 3  LAGERRING 2
16 3  LAGERDISTANS 3
17 1  LAGERRING 3

19 1  ENKODER AXEL 1

21 1  MOTORAXEL
22 1  TILTSENSOR HÅLLARE
23 1  MOTVIKT

25
26
27
28

POS ANTAL  DETALJ
51 1  MOTOR micromotors HL149-12-90
52 1  ENKODER Avago AEAS-7000-1GSG0
53 2  KUGGREMSHJUL Mekanex 16-T2,5/48-0
54 1  KUGGREMSHJUL Mekanex 21-T5/10-2
55 1  KUGGREMSHJUL Mekanex 21-T5/36-2
56 1  KUGGREM Mekanex 6-T2,5-380
57 1  KUGGREM Mekanex 10-T5-245
58 2  SPÅRKULLAGER SKF 61802
59 1  SPÅRKULLAGER SKF 61806
60 4  SPÅRKULLAGER SKF 618-8

62
63

POS ANTAL  DETALJ
71 2  SPÅRRING SGA15
72 1  SPÅRRING SGA30
73 3  SPÅRRING SGA8

75 12  LÅSMUTTER LM6M M3
76 12  BRICKA RBS M3
77 8  SKRUV MK6S (alt. MC6S) M3x12H
78 4  SKRUV MC6S M3x4H
79 4  SKRUV MK6S M3x8H
80 2  SKRUV MK6S M3x6H

82 2  SKRUV MK6S (alt. MC6S) M3x25H
83 2  SKRUV MK6S (alt. MC6S) M3x16H
84 2  STOPPSKRUV SK6SS M3x10
85
86
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SKALA 1:1
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Figure 1: Main Board Schematics
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Figure 2: Main Board Bottom Layer

(Top side view)

Figure 3: Main Board Top Layer

Figure 4: Main Board Bottom Side Components
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Figure 5: Main Board Top Side Components

Figure 6: Connector Board Schematics

Figure 7: Connector Board Bottom Layer

(Top side view)

    

Figure 8: Connector Board Top Side

Components

(Bottom layer shown for reference)
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Figure 9: Linear Sensor Board Schematics

Figure 10: Linear Sensor Board Top Layer

Figure 11: Linear Sensor Top Side Components

(Bottom side sensor and jumper wires shown as

well. Note that depicted sensor is not used in

final solution.)
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Figure 12: Motor Board Schematics
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Figure 13: Motor Board Top Layer

Figure 14: Motor Board Bottom Side

Components

(Top layer shown for reference)

Figure 15: Motor Board Top Side

Components
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Figure 16: PSD Board Schematics

Figure 17: PSD Board Top Layer

               

Figure 18: PSD Board Top Side

Components

Figure 19: PSD Connector

Board Bottom Layer

(Top side view)

                  

Figure 20: PSD Connector Top Side

Components

(Bottom layer shown for reference)
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Figure 21: Tilt Sensor Board Schematics

Figure 22: Tilt Sensor Board

Bottom Layer

(Top side view)     

Figure 23: Tilt Sensor Board

Top Layer

    

Figure 24: Tilt Sensor Top

Side Components
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I²C Slave Library (USI_I2C_Slave.c/.h)

This library is used by all modules. Note that the slave address must be changed for each module.

USI_I2C_Slave.h

#ifndef __USI_I2C_SLAVE_H__ 
#define __USI_I2C_SLAVE_H__ 

// DEFINES, I2C_ADDRESS must be changer before compile 
#define I2C_ADDRESS         0x?? 

#define I2C_NO_STATE        0x00 
#define CHECK_ADDRESS       0x01 
#define ACK_GET_DATA        0x02 
#define GET_DATA            0x03 
#define CHECK_MASTER_ACK    0x04 
#define SEND_DATA           0x05 
#define REQUEST_MASTER_ACK  0x06 

// PROTOTYPES 
void I2C_Init(unsigned char*); 

// MACROS 
#define GET_I2C_ACK() {       \ 
    USIDR = 0;                \ 
    DDRB &= ~(1<<PB0);        \ 
    USISR &= (0x0f<<USICNT0); \ 
    USISR |= (0x0e<<USICNT0); \ 
}  // SDA to input, get 1 bit 

#define DO_I2C_ACK() {        \ 
    USIDR = 0;                \ 
    DDRB |= (1<<PB0);         \ 
    USISR |= (0x0e<<USICNT0); \ 
}  // SDA to output, send 1 bit 

#endif

USI_I2C_Slave.c

#include <avr/io.h> 
#include <avr/interrupt.h> 
#include "USI_I2C_Slave.h" 

volatile unsigned char* data_array; 
volatile unsigned char data_index, first_byte, I2C_state; 

// Initializes I2C 
void I2C_Init(unsigned char* datap) { 
    data_array = datap; 
    data_index = 0; 
    I2C_state = I2C_NO_STATE; 
    
    PORTB |= (1<<PB2) | (1<<PB0); 
    DDRB  |= (1<<PB2); 

    USISR = (1<<USISIF) |       // Clear START flag 
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            (1<<USIOIF) |       // Clear counter overflow flag 
            (1<<USIPF);         // Clear STOP flag 
                                // Reset counter 

    USICR = (1<<USISIE) |       // START interrupt enable 
            (1<<USIOIE) |       // Counter overflow interrupt enable 
            (1<<USIWM1) | 
            (1<<USIWM0) |       // Two-wire mode, SCL held low on counter
overflow 
            (1<<USICS1);        // External clock positive edge 

} 

// Interrupt to handle start condition 
ISR(USI_START_vect) { 
    USISR |= (1<<USISIF);             // Clear START flag 
    while( PINB & (1<<PB2) );         // Wait for SCK to go low 
    USISR &= ~(0x0f<<USICNT0);        // Clear counter 
    I2C_state = CHECK_ADDRESS; 
} 

// Interrupt to handle incomming transmissions 
ISR(USI_OVF_vect) { 
    DDRB &= ~(1<<PB0); 
    USISR |= (1<<USIOIF);   // Clear overflow flag 

    switch(I2C_state) { 

        case(CHECK_ADDRESS): 
            if( (USIDR == 0) || (( USIDR>>1 ) == I2C_ADDRESS) ) { 
                if( USIDR & 0x01 ) 
                    I2C_state = SEND_DATA; 
                else 
                    I2C_state = ACK_GET_DATA; 

                DO_I2C_ACK(); 
                first_byte = 1; 

            } else 
                I2C_state = I2C_NO_STATE; 
            break; 

        case(ACK_GET_DATA): 
            I2C_state = GET_DATA; 
            break; 

        case(GET_DATA): 
            if( first_byte == 1 ) 
                data_index = USIDR*2; 
            else 
                data_array[data_index++] = USIDR; 
            first_byte = 0; 
            DO_I2C_ACK(); 
            I2C_state = ACK_GET_DATA; 
            break; 

        case(CHECK_MASTER_ACK): 
            if(USIDR) {       //NACK 
                I2C_state = I2C_NO_STATE; 
                break; 
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            } 
            // Intentional falltrough.. 
        case(SEND_DATA): 
            DDRB |= (1<<PB0); 
            USIDR = data_array[data_index++]; 
            I2C_state = REQUEST_MASTER_ACK; 
            break; 
            
        case(REQUEST_MASTER_ACK): 
            GET_I2C_ACK(); 
            I2C_state = CHECK_MASTER_ACK; 
            break; 
        
        default: 
            I2C_state = I2C_NO_STATE; 

    } 
}

I²C Master Library (TWI_I2C_Master.c/.h)

This library is used by the main board.

TWI_I2C_Master.h

#ifndef __TWI_I2C_Master_H__ 
#define __TWI_I2C_Master_H__ 

typedef unsigned char u8; 
typedef unsigned int u16; 

void I2C_Init( void ); 
u8 I2C_Setup_slave_index(u8, u8, u8); 
u8 I2C_Write(u8, u8, u16*, u8); 
char I2C_Read(u8, u8, u16*, u8); 

// Functions defined as macros 

#define I2C_START() {                           \ 
    TWCR = (1<<TWINT) | (1<<TWSTA) | (1<<TWEN); \ 
    while ((TWCR & (1<<TWINT)) == 0);           \ 
} 

#define I2C_STOP() {                            \ 
    TWCR = (1<<TWINT) | (1<<TWSTO) | (1<<TWEN); \ 
} 

#define I2C_TRANSMIT(d) {                       \ 
    TWDR = (d);                                 \ 
    TWCR = (1<<TWINT) | (1<<TWEN);              \ 
    while ((TWCR & (1<<TWINT)) == 0);           \ 
} 

#define I2C_RECEIVE_W_ACK() {                   \ 
    TWCR = (1<<TWINT) | (1<<TWEN) | (1<<TWEA);  \ 
    while ((TWCR & (1<<TWINT)) == 0);           \ 
} 

#define I2C_RECEIVE_W_NACK() {                  \ 
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    TWCR = (1<<TWINT) | (1<<TWEN);              \ 
    while ((TWCR & (1<<TWINT)) == 0);           \ 
} 

#endif

TWI_I2C_Master.c

#include <avr/io.h> 
#include <util/twi.h> 
#include "TWI_I2C_Master.h" 

// Initialize I2C 
void I2C_Init( void ) { 
    TWBR = 252; 
    TWDR = 0xff; 
} 

// Set pointer to index [index] of slave [address]. Do [max_iter] tries. 
u8 I2C_Setup_slave_index(u8 address, u8 index, u8 max_iter) { 
    u8 n = 0; 

  restart: 
    if (n++ >= max_iter) 
    return 0; 

    // Send START 
    I2C_START(); 
    switch (TW_STATUS) { 
        case TW_REP_START: 
        case TW_START: 
          break; 
        default: 
          return 0; 
    } 
    
    // Send SLA+W 
    I2C_TRANSMIT( (address<<1) | TW_WRITE ); 
    switch (TW_STATUS) { 
        case TW_MT_SLA_ACK: 
          break; 
        case TW_MT_SLA_NACK: 
          goto restart; 
        default: 
          I2C_STOP(); 
          return 0; 
    } 
    
    //  Send index 
    I2C_TRANSMIT( index ); 
    switch (TW_STATUS) { 
        case TW_MT_DATA_ACK: 
          break; 
        default: 
          I2C_STOP(); 
          return 0; 
    } 

    return 1; 
} 
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// Write [&data] to slave [address] data index [index]. Do [max_iter] tries. 
u8 I2C_Write(u8 address, u8 index, u16* data, u8 max_iter) { 

    if(!(I2C_Setup_slave_index(address, index, max_iter))) 
        return 0; 
         
    //  Send first half of data 
    I2C_TRANSMIT( *((u8*)data) ); 
    switch (TW_STATUS) { 
        case TW_MT_DATA_ACK: 
          break; 
        default: 
          I2C_STOP(); 
          return 0; 
    } 

    //  Send second half of data 
    I2C_TRANSMIT( *(((u8*)data)+1) ); 
    switch (TW_STATUS) { 
        case TW_MT_DATA_ACK: 
          break; 
        default: 
          I2C_STOP(); 
          return 0; 
    } 

    I2C_STOP(); 
    return 1;    

} 

// Read [&data] to slave [address] data index [index]. Do [max_iter] tries. 
char I2C_Read(u8 address, u8 index, u16* data, u8 max_iter) { 

    if(!(I2C_Setup_slave_index(address, index, max_iter))) 
        return 0; 

    // Send repeated START 
    I2C_START(); 
    switch (TW_STATUS) { 
        case TW_REP_START: 
        case TW_START: 
          break; 
        default: 
          return 0; 
    } 
    
    // Send SLA+R 
    I2C_TRANSMIT( (address<<1) | TW_READ ); 
    switch (TW_STATUS) { 
        case TW_MR_SLA_ACK: 
          break; 
        default: 
          I2C_STOP(); 
          return 0; 
    } 
    
    // Get first half of data 
    I2C_RECEIVE_W_ACK(); 
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    switch (TW_STATUS) 
    { 
    case TW_MR_DATA_ACK: 
      break; 
    default: 
      I2C_STOP(); 
      return 0; 
    } 
    *((u8*)data) = TWDR; 

    // Get second half of data 
    I2C_RECEIVE_W_NACK(); 
    switch (TW_STATUS) 
    { 
    case TW_MR_DATA_NACK: 
      break; 
    default: 
      I2C_STOP(); 
      return 0; 
    } 
    *(((u8*)data)+1) = TWDR; 

    I2C_STOP(); 
    return 1; 
} 

USART Library (USART.c/.h)

This library is used by the main board.

USART.h

#ifndef __USART_H__ 
#define __USART_H__ 

// Setup usart baud 
#define BAUD 38400 
#define MYUBRR 12 

void USART_Init( unsigned int ); 
void USART_Transmit( unsigned char ); 
unsigned char USART_Receive( void ); 

#endif

USART.c

#include <avr/io.h> 
#include "USART.h" 

// Initialize USART 
void USART_Init( unsigned int ubrr ) { 
    /* Set baud rate */ 
    UBRRH = (unsigned char) (ubrr>>8); 
    UBRRL = (unsigned char) ubrr; 
    /* Enable receiver and transmitter */ 
    UCSRB = (1<<RXEN) | (1<<TXEN); 
    /* Set frame format: 8data, 2stop bit */ 
    UCSRC = (1<<URSEL) | (1<<USBS) | (1<<UCSZ0) | (1<<UCSZ1); 
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} 

// Transmit [data] 
void USART_Transmit( unsigned char data ) { 
    /* Wait for empty transmit buffer */ 
    while( !(UCSRA & (1<<UDRE)) ) ; 
    /* Put data into buffer, sends the data */ 
    UDR = data; 
} 

// Receive data 
unsigned char USART_Receive( void ) { 
    /* Wait for data to be received */ 
    while( !(UCSRA & (1<<RXC)) ); 
    /* Get and return received data from buffer */ 
    return UDR; 
} 

Main Board (main.c)
#include <avr/io.h> 
#include <avr/interrupt.h> 
#include <avr/wdt.h> 
#include <util/twi.h> 
#include "TWI_I2C_Master.h" 
#include "USART.h" 

int main( void ) { 
    unsigned char cmd, slave, index; 
    unsigned int data; 
    
    USART_Init( MYUBRR ); 
    I2C_Init(); 
    asm("sei"); 
    
    for(;;) { 
        wdt_disable(); 
        cmd = USART_Receive(); 
        wdt_enable(WDTO_120MS); 
        wdt_reset(); 
        switch(cmd) { 
            case 'w': // Write 
                slave = USART_Receive(); 
                index = USART_Receive(); 
                data = USART_Receive(); 
                data |= (USART_Receive()<<8); 
                I2C_Write(slave, index, &data, 250); 
                break; 
            case 'r': // Read 
                slave = USART_Receive(); 
                index = USART_Receive(); 
                I2C_Read(slave, index, &data, 250); 
                USART_Transmit((unsigned char)data); 
                USART_Transmit((unsigned char)(data>>8)); 
                break; 
            default: 
                continue; 
         } 
    } 
} 
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PSD Board (main.c)
// WARNING: PA4 MUST BE INPUT 
#include <avr/io.h> 
#include <avr/interrupt.h> 
#include "USI_I2C_Slave.h" 

#define MUX_XDIFF   0x07 
#define MUX_YDIFF   0x01 
#define MUX_XSUM    0x13 
#define MUX_YSUM    0x1d 

static volatile unsigned int int_data_array[4]; 

// ADC interrupt routine 
ISR(ADC_vect) { 
    unsigned char mux = ADMUX; 
    asm("cli"); 
    
    switch(mux) { 
        case(MUX_XDIFF): // 2 
            int_data_array[0] = ADC; 
            //int_data_array[0] |= (ADCH<<8); 
            ADMUX = MUX_YDIFF; 
            break; 
        case(MUX_YDIFF):  // 0 
            int_data_array[1] = ADC; 
            //int_data_array[1] |= (ADCH<<8); 
            ADMUX = MUX_XSUM; 
            break; 
        case(MUX_XSUM):  // 6 
            int_data_array[2] = ADC; 
            //int_data_array[2] |= (ADCH<<8);            
            ADMUX = MUX_YSUM; 
            break; 
        case(MUX_YSUM):  // 4 
            int_data_array[3] = ADC; 
            //int_data_array[3] |= (ADCH<<8);            
        default: 
            ADMUX = MUX_XDIFF; 
            break; 
    } 
        
    asm("sei"); 
    ADCSRA |=(1<<ADSC); 
} 

// Initialize ADC 
void ADC_Init( void ) { 
    // Setup ADC, Vcc as reference, start with xdiff 
    ADMUX = MUX_XDIFF; 
    // enable, 8MHz system clock/128 => 62,5kHz adc clock 
    ADCSRA = (1<<ADEN) | (1<<ADSC) | (0<<ADATE) | (0<<ADIF) | 
             (1<<ADIE) | (1<<ADPS2)| (1<<ADPS1) | (1<<ADPS0); 
    // Bipolar input 
    ADCSRB = (1<<BIN)  | (0<<GSEL)  | (0<<REFS2) | 
             (1<<MUX5) | (0<<ADTS2) | (0<<ADTS1) | (0<<ADTS0); 
    
    // Disable digital input on used ADC ports 
    DIDR0 |= 0xe7; 
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} 

int main( void ) { 

    I2C_Init((unsigned char*)int_data_array); 
    ADC_Init(); 
    asm("sei"); 

    for(;;) { 
        asm("nop"); 
    } 
} 

Tilt Board (main.c)
#include <avr/io.h> 
#include <avr/interrupt.h> 
#include "USI_I2C_Slave.h" 

volatile unsigned int int_data_array[2]; 

// ADC interrupt routine 
ISR(ADC_vect) { 
    if(ADMUX == 2) { 
        int_data_array[0] = ADC; 
        ADMUX = 3; 
    } else { 
        int_data_array[1] = ADC; 
        ADMUX = 2; 
    } 

    ADCSRA = (1<<ADEN) | (1<<ADSC) | (1<<ADIE) | (1<<ADPS1) | (1<<ADPS0); 

} 

// Initialize ADC 
void ADC_Init( void ) { 
    // Setup ADC, Vcc as reference, start with ADC2 
    ADMUX = 2; 
    // enable, 1MHz system clock/8 => 125kHz adc clock 
    ADCSRA = (1<<ADEN) | (1<<ADSC) | (1<<ADIE) | (1<<ADPS1) | (1<<ADPS0); 
    // Disable digital input on ADC ports 
    DIDR0 |= 0x18; 
} 

int main( void ) { 

    I2C_Init((unsigned char*)int_data_array); 
    ADC_Init(); 
    asm("sei"); 

    for(;;) { 
        asm("nop"); 
    } 
} 

Linear Sensor Module (main.c)
#include <avr/io.h> 
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#include <avr/interrupt.h> 
#include "USI_I2C_Slave.h"

volatile unsigned int int_data_array[2]; 

// ADC interrupt 
ISR(ADC_vect) { 
    if(ADMUX == 2) { 
        int_data_array[0] = ADC; 
        ADMUX = 3; 
    } else { 
        int_data_array[1] = ADC; 
        ADMUX = 2; 
    } 

    ADCSRA = (1<<ADEN) | (1<<ADSC) | (1<<ADIE) | (1<<ADPS1) | (1<<ADPS0); 

} 

// Initialize ADC 
void ADC_Init( void ) { 
    // Setup ADC, Vcc as reference, start with ADC2 
    ADMUX = 2; 
    // enable, 1MHz system clock/8 => 125kHz adc clock 
    ADCSRA = (1<<ADEN) | (1<<ADSC) | (1<<ADIE) | (1<<ADPS1) | (1<<ADPS0); 
    // Disable digital input on ADC ports 
    DIDR0 |= 0x18; 
} 

int main( void ) { 

    I2C_Init((unsigned char*)int_data_array); 
    ADC_Init(); 
    asm("sei"); 

    for(;;) { 
        asm("nop"); 
    } 
}
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User Interface Functions (gui.py)
#!/usr/bin/env python 

from __future__ import with_statement 
import sys, gtk, gtk.glade, threading, time, serial, numpy 

ID_PSD          = 0x10 
ID_TILT         = 0x20 
ID_LINEAR       = 0x30 
ID_MOTOR        = 0x40 

CMD_WRITE       = ord('w') 
CMD_READ        = ord('r') 

################################################################################
# Gets user input and print output 
################################################################################
class MainGUI(): 
    def __init__(self): 
        
        # Get widgets from glade XML 
        self.wTree = gtk.glade.XML("interface/gui.glade") 
        self.psd_tilt_area = self.wTree.get_widget("drawingarea1") 
        self.geometry_area = self.wTree.get_widget("drawingarea2") 
        self.main_window = self.wTree.get_widget("window1") 
        self.use_tilt_button = self.wTree.get_widget("checkbutton3") 
        self.use_PSD_button = self.wTree.get_widget("checkbutton4") 
        self.use_radius_button = self.wTree.get_widget("checkbutton5") 
        self.lowpass_button = self.wTree.get_widget("checkbutton1") 
        self.RCT_entry = self.wTree.get_widget("entry1") 
        self.help_textview = self.wTree.get_widget("textview1") 

        # Settings TODO get from file 
        self.RCT = 10.0     # LP Filter factor 
        self.x = 0          # PSD x position 
        self.y = 0          # PSD y position 
        self.r = 0          # Linear pot. radius 
        self.x0 = 200       # Calibrated PSD x zero position 
        self.y0 = 200       # Calibrated PSD y zero position 
        self.xdeg = 0       # Current tilt x degree 
        self.ydeg = 0       # Current tilt y degree 
        self.xdeg0 = 500    # Calibrated tilt x zero degree 
        self.ydeg0 = 500    # Calibrated tilt y zero degree 
        self.psd_tilt_area_width = 0 
        self.psd_tilt_area_height = 0 
        self.psd_tilt_area.set_size_request(400,400) 
        self.geometry_area_width = 0 
        self.geometry_area_height = 0 
        self.geometry_area.set_size_request(400,400) 
        self.lowpass_button.set_active(True) 
        self.use_tilt_button.set_active(False) 
        self.use_PSD_button.set_active(False) 
        self.use_radius_button.set_active(False) 
        self.RCT_entry.set_text(str(self.RCT)) 

        # Import help file 
        with open('interface/help') as helpfile: 
            buf = gtk.TextBuffer() 
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            for line in helpfile: 
                buf.insert_at_cursor(line) 
            self.help_textview.set_buffer(buf) 

        #Create dictionay and connect it 
        self.dic = { "on_button1_clicked"            : self.set_zero_tilt, 
                     "on_button3_clicked"            : self.func, 
                     "on_entry1_changed"             : self.RCT_change, 
                     "drawingarea1_expose_event_cb"  : self.area_expose_cb, 
                     "drawingarea2_expose_event_cb"  : self.area_expose_cb, 
                     "on_window1_destroy"            : lambda quit:
gtk.main_quit() } 
        self.wTree.signal_autoconnect(self.dic) 

        # Show gui 
        self.psd_tilt_area.realize() 
        self.geometry_area.realize() 
        self.main_window.show_all() 

        # Pango layout & Drawing area graphic context (this works for geometry
drawing area too) 
        self.pangolayout = self.psd_tilt_area.create_pango_layout("") 
        self.gc = self.psd_tilt_area.window.new_gc(foreground=None,
background=None, font=None, 
                                                  function=-1, fill=-1,
tile=None, 
                                                  stipple=None, clip_mask=None,
subwindow_mode=-1, 
                                                  ts_x_origin=-1,
ts_y_origin=-1, clip_x_origin=-1, 
                                                  clip_y_origin=-1,
graphics_exposures=-1, 
                                                  line_width=-1, line_style=-1,
cap_style=-1, 
                                                  join_style=-1) 

    # Thread to update graphs 
    def run(self): 
        self.running = 1 
        while self.running: 
            #print "update" 
            self.psd_tilt_area.queue_draw() 
            self.geometry_area.queue_draw() 
            time.sleep(0.1) 

    # Function to draw PSD/Tilt background 
    def draw_psd_tilt_background(self): 
        self.psd_tilt_area.window.draw_line(self.gc, self.psd_tilt_area_width/2,
0, self.psd_tilt_area_width/2, self.psd_tilt_area_height) 
        self.psd_tilt_area.window.draw_line(self.gc, 0,
self.psd_tilt_area_height/2, self.psd_tilt_area_width,
self.psd_tilt_area_height/2) 

        if self.use_tilt_button.get_active(): 
            self.psd_tilt_area.window.draw_arc(self.gc, 0,
self.psd_tilt_area_width-150+35, 35, 80, 80, 0, 23040) 
            self.psd_tilt_area.window.draw_line(self.gc,
self.psd_tilt_area_width-150+75, 0, self.psd_tilt_area_width-150+75, 150) 
            self.psd_tilt_area.window.draw_line(self.gc,
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self.psd_tilt_area_width-150+0, 75, self.psd_tilt_area_width-150+150, 75) 

    
    # Function to draw PSD/Tilt & geometry markers 
    def draw_psd_tilt_markers(self): 
        if self.use_PSD_button.get_active(): 
            x = self.x + self.psd_tilt_area_width/2 
            y = self.y + self.psd_tilt_area_height/2 
            self.psd_tilt_area.window.draw_line(self.gc, x-10, y-10, x+10, y+10)
            self.psd_tilt_area.window.draw_line(self.gc, x-10, y+10, x+10, y-10)

        if self.use_tilt_button.get_active(): 
            x = self.xdeg - self.xdeg0 + self.psd_tilt_area_width - 75 
            y = self.ydeg - self.ydeg0 + 75 
            if x > self.psd_tilt_area_width - 36: 
                x = self.psd_tilt_area_width - 36 
            elif x < self.psd_tilt_area_width - 115: 
                x = self.psd_tilt_area_width - 115 
            if y > 115: 
                y = 115 
            elif y < 36: 
                y = 36 
            self.psd_tilt_area.window.draw_arc(self.gc, 0, x-35, y-35, 70, 70,
0, 23040) 

    # Function to draw PSD/Tilt & geometry text 
    def draw_psd_tilt_text(self): 
        if self.use_PSD_button.get_active(): 
            s = "X: " + str(self.x) + "\nZ: " + str(self.y) 
            self.pangolayout.set_text(s) 
            self.psd_tilt_area.window.draw_layout(self.gc, 10, 10,
self.pangolayout) 

        if self.use_tilt_button.get_active(): 
            s = "X: " + str(self.xdeg) + "\nY: " + str(self.ydeg) 
            self.pangolayout.set_text(s) 
            self.psd_tilt_area.window.draw_layout(self.gc,
self.psd_tilt_area_width-150, 10, self.pangolayout) 
        
        if self.use_radius_button.get_active(): 
            s = "r = " + str(self.r) 
            self.pangolayout.set_text(s) 
            self.geometry_area.window.draw_layout(self.gc, 10, 10,
self.pangolayout) 

    def area_expose_cb(self, area, event): 
        self.psd_tilt_area_width = self.psd_tilt_area.window.get_geometry()[2] 
        self.psd_tilt_area_height = self.psd_tilt_area.window.get_geometry()[3] 
        self.geometry_area_width = self.geometry_area.window.get_geometry()[2] 
        self.geometry_area_height = self.geometry_area.window.get_geometry()[3] 
        self.draw_psd_tilt_background() 
        self.draw_psd_tilt_markers() 
        self.draw_psd_tilt_text() 

    def func(self, widget): 
        print widget.get_name() 

    # Calibrate current tilt as zero 
    def set_zero_tilt(self, widget): 
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        self.xdeg0 = self.xdeg 
        self.ydeg0 = self.ydeg 

    # Calibrate current PSD as zero 
    def set_zero_PSD(self, widget): 
        self.x0 = self.x 
        self.y0 = self.y 

    def RCT_change(self, widget): 
        try: 
            self.RCT = float(widget.get_text()) 
        except: 
            self.RCT = 0 

################################################################################
# Function to send command 
################################################################################
def send(array): 
    for c in array: 
        ser.write(chr(c)) 

################################################################################
# Thread to get data 
################################################################################
def data(): 
    xdeg = [0,main_gui.xdeg0]  # Local tilt data 
    ydeg = [0,main_gui.ydeg0] 

    x = [0,0]     # Local PSD data 
    y = [0,0] 
    
    r = [0,0]     # Local radius data 

    while data_running: 
        # Get radius data? 
        if main_gui.use_radius_button.get_active(): 
            send([CMD_READ, ID_LINEAR, 0]); 
            data = ser.read(2) 
        
            if len(data) < 2: 
                print "Get radius data error" 
            else: 
                r[0] = ord(data[0]) + (ord(data[1])<<8) 
                main_gui.r =  int(r[0]) 
                r[1] = r[0] 
        
        # Get PSD data? 
        if main_gui.use_PSD_button.get_active(): 
            send([CMD_READ, ID_PSD, 0]); 
            send([CMD_READ, ID_PSD, 1]); 
            data = ser.read(4) 
        
            if len(data) < 4: 
                print "Get PSD data error" 

            else: 
                y[0] = ord(data[0]) + (ord(data[1])<<8) 
                x[0] = ord(data[2]) + (ord(data[3])<<8) 

                #print x[0], y[0] 
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                if x[0] & 0x200: # Negative 10bit? 
                    x[0] = (~0 & x[0]) - 0x400 

                if y[0] & 0x200: 
                    y[0] = (~0 & y[0]) - 0x400 
 
                main_gui.x =  int(x[0]) 
                main_gui.y =  int(y[0]) 

                x[1] = x[0] 
                y[1] = y[0] 

        # Get tilt data? 
        if main_gui.use_tilt_button.get_active(): 
            send([CMD_READ, ID_TILT, 0]); 
            send([CMD_READ, ID_TILT, 1]); 
            data = ser.read(4) 

            if len(data) < 4: 
                print "Get tilt data error" 

            else: 
                xdeg[0] = ord(data[0]) + (ord(data[1])<<8) 
                ydeg[0] = ord(data[2]) + (ord(data[3])<<8) 

                # lowpass filter data? 
                if main_gui.lowpass_button.get_active(): 
                    RCT = main_gui.RCT 
                    xdeg[0] = 1/(1+RCT)*xdeg[0] + RCT/(1+RCT)*xdeg[1] 
                    ydeg[0] = 1/(1+RCT)*ydeg[0] + RCT/(1+RCT)*ydeg[1] 

                main_gui.xdeg =  int(xdeg[0]) 
                main_gui.ydeg =  int(ydeg[0]) 

                print main_gui.xdeg, main_gui.ydeg 

                xdeg[1] = xdeg[0] 
                ydeg[1] = ydeg[0] 
                
        time.sleep(0.1) 

################################################################################
# Main 
################################################################################

# Open serial port 
try: 
    ser = serial.Serial('/dev/ttyUSB1', 38400, timeout=0.2, stopbits=2) 
except: 
    sys.stderr.write("Could not open port\n") 
    sys.exit(1) 

# Setup threads 
gtk.gdk.threads_init() 
main_gui = MainGUI() 
run_gui = threading.Thread(target = main_gui.run) 
run_gui.setDaemon(True) 
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get_USB_data = threading.Thread(target = data) 
get_USB_data.setDaemon(True) 

# Start threads 
data_running = 1 
get_USB_data.start() 
run_gui.start() 

# Start gtk 
gtk.main() 

# Kill threads 
data_running = 0 
main_gui.running = 0 

# Close serial port 
ser.close() 
print "Exit" 
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Alignment System Design for CICLoPE

Appendix D � Some Possible Laser and

Expander Combinations

Markus Pastuhoff

Laser Expander 2w0m [mm] 2w120m [mm] Price [�]

TL HRR170 TL BE10M-A 9.8 6.93 2558.90

TL HRP015 TL BE15M-A 9.6 6.79 1359.70

TL HRR005 TL BE20M-A 11.4 8.06 1225.30

TL HRR008 TL BE20M-A 11.4 8.06 1288.10

MG 25LHR171-230 MG 09LBX003 10.2 7.21 1601.28

MG 05SRR810-230 MG 09LBX005 9.4 6.65 1355.29

MG 05LLR811-230 MG 09LBX005 9.4 6.65 1308.15

MG 05SRR812-230 MG 09LBX005 9.4 6.65 1353.14

MG 05SRR813-230 MG 09LBX005 9.4 6.65 1357.59

MG 25LHR121-230 MG 09LBX005 11.8 8.34 1624.47

Table 1: Laser source comparison. All lasers are Helium-Neon with  =�  632.8 nm

and M² = 1.05. MG is Melles-Griot and TL is Thorlabs, MG prices converted from

USD, exchange rate as of 2008-12-10.


